P
atients with type 2 diabetes compared with nondiabetic patients have two-to fivefold higher risk for developing heart failure (1-3) and have poorer outcomes once heart failure is present (4, 5) . These relationships have been identified in observational studies spanning the clinical spectrum of diabetes, including cohorts comprising patients with newly diagnosed type 2 diabetes (6), patients with or at high-risk for coronary heart disease (7, 8) , and those suffering acute coronary syndromes (9 -11) . In the study by van Melle et al. (12) published in this issue of Diabetes Care, the relationship between diabetes and heart failure risk among patients with stable coronary heart disease is again observed. In addition, the observation is made that higher A1C is linearly and independently associated with increased heart failure risk, independent of whether the patient has established diabetes, with the relationships qualitatively and quantitatively similar to prior reports (8, 13) . Before reviewing these observations in the context of the existing literature, a few comments with regard to the study design, analyses, and interpretations of van Melle et al. are warranted.
While the reported observations are consistent with much of the existing literature associating disordered glucose metabolism with incremental heart failure risk, it must be noted that this study identified only 77 incident heart failure events, including 30 among patients with diabetes (15.0%) and 47 in those without diabetes (7.4%). This small number of events limits the statistical power and precision of the analyses and calls for commensurate caution in the interpretation of the significance and magnitude of the reported associations. In addition, such a small number of observed outcome events limit the degrees of freedom in multivariable models. Standard convention would limit the testing of 8 -10 covariates at the most in a population with 77 events (i.e., the number of observed events divided by 8 -10) (14) . In the final model presented, 18 covariates were included (including diabetes status and A1C measure), which runs the risk of overfitting the data and thereby potentially overestimating the magnitude and significance of observed associations. Finally, the failure to capture and analyze a number of clinical factors that may influence heart failure risk, especially those unique to patients with diabetes (e.g., concomitant therapy with insulin and thiazolidinediones, duration of diabetes, distinction of type 1 vs. type 2 diabetes, and concomitant microvascular disease, among others), further challenges the interpretation of the observations.
Beyond these methodological limitations, one must also exercise caution in interpreting the observed associations as evidence of a causal link, as van Melle et al. imply based on the association between increasing A1C and heart failure risk. The present observations (as do any observational analyses of association) fall well short of providing proof of causality. In fact, in the analyses limited to those patients with medically treated diabetes, no association was observed between A1C and heart failure, indirectly challenging the hypothesis that modifying A1C would alter the relationship along the continuum of the association. This issue has been recently demonstrated in the negative trial results of three large-scale randomized trials of intensive versus standard glucose control with regard to cardiovascular risk mitigation (15) (16) (17) . Each of these trials was designed based on the anticipated treatment effect of such interventions derived from epidemiological modeling of the association between A1C and atherosclerotic event rates, a method that markedly overestimated the observed magnitude of the treatment effect observed (6). Thus, it remains entirely unclear whether poor glycemic control is a marker or a mediator (i.e., causative) of adverse cardiovascular events like heart failure.
Noting these limitations and assuming the observations of van Melle et al. are valid added to an extensive existing literature: what may we learn from such findings? While the high prevalence of concomitant morbidities known to contribute to heart failure among patients with diabetes-principal among them hypertension and coronary artery disease-undoubtedly contribute to increased risk, several studies have demonstrated that substantial heart failure risk associated with diabetes remains even after adjusting for these factors (8, 18) . Incremental information in this regard may be derived from the present study by van Melle et al. (12) where diabetes remained powerfully and independently associated with incident heart failure risk even after adjusting for interval ischemic events and the burden of ischemia derived from exercise stress testing, suggesting that other factors associated with diabetes likely contribute.
While the etiologic underpinnings of the observed associations between diabetes and heart failure risk beyond the excess burden of traditional risk factors remain poorly understood, the potential contributory role of a number of specific metabolic perturbations occurring in the setting of diabetes due to hyperglycemia, insulin resistance, dysregulation of lipid metabolism, perturbations of myocardial substrate metabolism, cardiac steatosis, aggregation of advanced glycation end products, or a combination of these and other metabolic insults continue to be the foci of many scientific investigations (19 -21) . Further understanding of these mechanistic links may serve to better inform clinical decision-making by refining risk prediction and providing the pathophysiological rationale for the use and further study of existing therapeutic options and may accelerate new drug development in pursuit of novel specific targets for pharmacological intervention.
The observed association between higher A1C and increasing heart failure risk, similar to previous published associations of both fasting glucose and A1C with incident heart failure risk (13, 22, 23) , is intriguing and is compatible with the hypothesis that more intensive glucose control may mitigate such risk. However, the accumulated evidence from trials strongly refute this hypothesis with no observed effect on heart failure incidence with more versus less intensive glucose control observed across the three recently reported cardiovascular outcome trials comprising an aggregate total of almost 1,000 incident heart failure events (15) (16) (17) . Furthermore, some diabetes drugs may have deleterious effects independent of the degree of glucose control, such as the well-known increase in heart failure risk with thiazolidinediones (24), increased peripheral edema that may mimic heart failure with insulin use (25) , and inhibition of ischemic preconditioning with sulfonylurea drugs (26, 27) . Conversely, other drugs have been hypothesized to have salutary effects on cardiac function and heart failure outcomes independent of glucose regulation and may yield favorable effects on heart failure incidence and outcomes (28 -30) . The clinical relevance of these observations, individually and in aggregate, remains poorly understood.
As readers of Diabetes Care are certainly aware, the regulatory landscape for the development of diabetes drugs has undergone a major transformation over the past 2 years (26, 31) . Approval of all diabetes drugs will now require testing in cohorts at high cardiovascular risk and, at a minimum, the demonstration of cardiovascular safety; whether existing drugs will have to undergo similar assessments remains uncertain. Although the focus of such regulatory guidance has been on the effects of therapies on atherosclerotic vascular disease risk, heart failure is a common comorbidity in these populations. On this regulatory backdrop-and with continuing advances in both clinical and translational research-we are likely to continue to evolve our understanding with regard to the mechanistic links between diabetes, measures of glucose control, and heart failure; gain insight and evidence with regard to the effects of glucose control on heart failure risk; and derive further information with regard to specific diabetes therapies that may influence cardiac performance and heart failure risk independent of glucose modulation. These possibilities underpin certain optimism for patients with diabetes who must live with the substantial threat of developing heart failure and for the clinicians who care for them. 
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